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This deck benefited from discussions with Max Perez Leon Quinoso, Rose Tan and Eduardo Fraga

Who am I?
• Yale Econ Alumnus (graduated 2018)
• Empirical IO and Econometrics

• Experience:
• Senior Associate at Charles River Associates (2018-2020)
• Antitrust and competition economist

• Research economist at Spotify (Nov 2020 – present)
• Build econometric models of listener demand
• Inform content valuation efforts
• Improve music recommendation algorithms

• Served on hiring committees at both CRA and Spotify

Why consider the private sector?
- Solve practical business problems
- See the immediate impact of your work

- Collaborative working environment
- With few exceptions, will always be working as part of a team in some capacity

- Financial Compensation and Flexible Locational Preferences
- Make a comfortable living (six figures to start)
- H1B Database (good for salaries)
- Levels (base + equity)

- Faster salary ladder than government and most academic posts

- What about job security?
“We are all constantly measured in the eyes of our employers by what we actually deliver, and those who
can find a way to succeed even in the face of adversity will always have an advantage over those who
cannot, or do not want to.”
https://madned.substack.com/p/an-old-hackers-tips-on-staying-employed

What kind of private sector jobs are there?
• Economics Consulting*

• Technology Firms

• Examples of consulting shops

• Examples of how economics is used at
tech firms

• Antitrust
• Litigation

•
•
•
•

Charles River Associates
Compass Lexecon
Cornerstone
NERA

• Economics
• Data Scientists

•
•
•
•

Zillow
Amazon
Uber Causal Inference
Netflix

Economists (and Economics) in Tech
Companies
*Distinct from management consulting/policy consulting

Economics Consulting versus tech
• In consulting, the goal is to become an equity partner
•

Business development is key

• Clients are lawyers
•

Work is high stakes and adversarial

• Intense work hours
•

Lumpy and difficult to forecast

• Financials
•

Bonus tied to Billable Hours

• Career Stability
•
•
•

Up or out
Crash of 08
Rainmaker retires

• Skill Development
•
•
•
•

Street Fighting Economics
Language of business and policy
Project management skills
Communication skills and deliverables

• In tech, career path is less defined
•
•

Individual Contributor versus Manager
Measured by your business impact

• Clients are internal to the company
•

Consult on business strategy

• Work life balance
•

Perks

• Financials
•

Stock options and company equity

• Career Stability
•
•

Silicon Valley Layoffs
Relatively less mature than traditional industries

• Skill Development
•

Cutting edge technology
•

•
•

Online experimentation and platform design

Interfacing with non-economists (MBAs and non-technical folks)
Political skills

What is the private sector looking for?
1) Excellent verbal and written communication skills
1) Can you clearly communicate ideas to non-technical audiences?
2) How practical are your recommendations? (business sense and product sense)
2) Problem solving skills
1) Majority of interesting business questions are causal in nature
2) Economics toolkit is well suited for answering these questions
1) Marginal Benefit versus Marginal Costs
2) Trade Offs and Equilibrium Effects
3) Causal Inference - experimentation
3) Facility working with large datasets
1) Basic programming skills are a must (python/SQL)
2) Theorists are at a disadvantage

What’s the recruiting process like?
• Consulting
• Most shops recruit at the AEA

• Tech
• NABE TEC (register now!)
• LinkedIn

• Application Process
• Apply on the JOE website
• First Round Interview at the AEAs
• Second Round Flyout
• Present your job market paper
• Receive decision

• Application Process
• Send in your resume
• HR Screen
• Technical Screen
• On Site
• Case studies

• Heavy weight on letters and JMP
1. Ask your letter writers to send letters
tailored to industry
2. Credible Signaling and cheap talk

• Little weight on letters and JMP
• Evan Buntrock's Tips for Technical Interviews
• Amazon STAR Method
• Situation – Task – Action - Result

Hiring Pipeline for Tech Roles (mileage varies)

Examples of recent Job Postings
Uber Applied Scientist
Instacart - Economist/ML Engineer
Graphics are taken from The Tech Resume

How to get past the tech recruiter
• Referrals will help you get your foot in the door
• Leverage your social networks
• Alumni networks
• Spotify (Matthew Hom)
• Amazon (Max Perez)
• Convoy (Eduardo Fraga)

• Cold calls

• Research the company before your HR screen
• Think about the product from the multiple perspectives
• Prepare elevator pitch about why you want to work at the company

Resume Advice
• Relevant experience (including internships)
• Be specific about results, quantify impact ($s) and specify your personal contribution. Eliminate jargon.
•

•

•

Show
•

Developed strategies to measure consumer substitution patterns in healthcare markets. Estimated equilibrium demand
models that government agencies used to block harmful mergers and clients used to successfully navigate the merger
review process

•

Worked with data engineers at multiple companies to build new data products from large transaction databases to inform
business decisions (e.g. detect and respond to fraudulent chargebacks)

Don’t tell
•

Designed and estimated Logit-based demand models for FTC and DOJ merger investigations in numerous markets including
inpatient hospital services, health insurance, retail CPGs (e.g., ice cream), and cable television

•

Served as project manager on numerous Antitrust litigation cases involving complex econometrics in numerous markets
including payment cards, pharmaceuticals, industrial materials, computer software.

Relevant technical skills
• Python and SQL are the bread and butter in tech (see Scarlet Chen's Journey from Econ PhD to Tech for recommended resources)

Resume Template
1) Real world experience (internships)
2) Education Details
3) Skills
4) Projects/Research
5) Other Section
1) Leadership Experience
2) Awards
6) Interests/Hobbies

Credit: The Tech Resume Inside Out

Career Paths in Tech

Source: Staff Engineer: Leadership beyond the management track

Resources
Other Economists perspective on the transition to Tech
• Rose Tan's Journey from Econ PhD to Data Scientist
• Scarlet Chen's Journey from Econ PhD to Tech
Advice on writing resumes
• The Tech Resume Inside Out
• Pragmatic Engineer
Career Advice
• Unspoken Rules

